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Finance: a journey to the future?

Executive
summary

Research

Result

The biggest barrier is ‘mindset’ change in the leadership of, and

role of finance; in part this may. be due to the different

perceptions of different generations

01

Technology isn’t just about ‘cost’ but also about

how it can assist you to add value to the business,

which will be difficult without technology.

06

There is a need to focus on the ‘insights’ agenda

and access to data: both internally and externally

sourced data.

02

There is a need to rethink traditional cycles, which are often

based on historic manual processes and nonintegrated

systems, and replace them with agile, real-time processes.

05

Technology knowledge is key for establishing

the future capability of finance; finance leaders

need to keep abreast of the trends.

03

04

07

Organizations need to reduce transaction

processing activities using technology and by

optimizing processes.

Headcount reduction is a by-product of technology,

not the objective.
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Key considerations

DATA
TECHNOLOGY AND 

PROCESSES 
SKILLS

CULTURE AND

ORGANISATION

Understand the key data that 

drives the organization and 

ensure appropriate governance 

over it.

Invest in systems to aggregate 

existing data sources as a step 

to a cloud-based infrastructure

Ensure that finance competence 

is at the core of strategic 

decision making.

Promote a culture of learning to 

ensure that finance team 

members have the relevant skills 

to address the business need.

Understand the key data that 

drives the organization and 

ensure appropriate governance 

over it.

Include investment in automation 

tools in the finance component of 

the technology strategy.

Invest in business partnering 

skills that can be leveraged at 

both the strategic and the tactical 

levels across the organization.

Reappraise location strategy and 

ensure that finance competence 

is located as an integral part of 

the decision-making process.

Develop a data management 

strategy to overcome the legacy 

of disparate systems and 

processes.

Enact a technology strategy for 

the organization, including 

finance, that uses ‘best-of-breed’ 

cloud-based systems.

Reappraise career paths and 

ensure that development paths 

reflect the opportunities that the 

organization can offer.

Reappraise the internal 

organizational structure to bring 

finance closer to strategic 

decision making.

Map out the necessary skill-

development effort required to 

support change.

Invest in agile leadership skills 

for senior finance team 

members.
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FIGURE 1: 

How significantly will the role of the finance function change 

– percentage of respondents?

Evolution of finance

FIGURE 2: 

Dimensions underlying the evolution of finance
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Six hypotheses 
driving finance’s 
transformation
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❑ Clear organization structure

❑ Clear roles and responsibilities

❑ Clear KPI’s and MAP measurements

❑ Clear incentives policy

❑ Clear communication

❑ Clear sales operational processes

❑ Simplification of work flow

❑ Closer partnership: various 

business unites

❑ Digital transformation

❑ Act local, think global

❑ Corporate Policies & Procedures

❑ Global / Regional / local statutory

❑ Internal control and risk management

CULTURE

Organizational 

Structure

ProcessPolicy

Shaping Culture Driver
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Phases of Team Development
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Team Performance Model
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Behavior – Change Continuum

• Raise awareness

• Recommend a solution
Unaware

• Identify perceived barriers and benefits to behavior change
Aware, Concerned, Knowledgeable

• Provide logistical information

• Use community groups to counsel and motivate

Motivated to Change

• Provide information on correct use

• Encourage continued use by emphasizing benefits

• Reduce barriers through problem solving

• Build skills through behavioral trials

• Social support

Tries New Behavior

• Remind them of benefits of new behavior

• Assure them often ability to sustain new behavior

• Social support

Sustains New Behavior
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High Performance 

Organization

Winning Portfolio  

Country / Industry 

Segments

Commercial 

Excellence

Superior core and 

support processes

Legal Entities 

Rationalization

Controllership + 

Internal Control
Treasury FP&A IT & ERPTax
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Finance

Activities

Systems & 

Processes

Financial Data Process Overview

SAP 

Oracle

etc

Hyperion

MT940

PBI

Business Review Reports

Statutory Reports
Data

Mapping

Data

Mapping

Local ERPs Corporate Systems Reports / Deliverables

Internal Control Framework

Closing Checklist

Balance Sheet Reconciliation

FP&A Calendar

Systems, Mapping and Report Generation Process

Planning & Analysis

SIMPLIFICATION & DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PROCESS
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Internal Control Structure
The 3 lines of defense model 

Governing Body/Board/ARC

Senior Management
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1st line of defense

Management 

Controls

Internal 

controls 

Measures

2nd line of defense

Financial control

Security

Risk management

Quality

Inspection

Compliance

3rd line of defense

Internal Audit

Management designs and implements Internal Controls, Internal Audit provides assurance
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Why it works Conclusion

It breaks down silos. All needed tasks and responsibilities lie within the teams 
themselves.

Create small, multidisciplinary teams and split them when 
they grow over 15 members

It creates a strong sense of ownership as team members are fully responsible for 
their own results.

Have each team craft its own purpose within the 
organizational purpose

Employees feel like they run a 'business'. They don't focus on a single part like sales, 
purchasing, or production. It therefore significantly increases entrepreneurship.

Make teams responsible for their own results and give them 
a (financial) stake in the outcome

A healthy dose of peer pressure arises between the teams. Create transparency to foster a healthy dose of competition

Teams can quickly adapt and respond to changing customer needs. They don't need 
to wait for slow top-down change programs.

Leverage the power of technology to create alignment

The increased autonomy level leads to an increased engagement level.

Small multidisciplinary 

teams and divisions

Connected teams within a 

decentralized structure

A team's purpose that fits 

the organizational purpose

Teams come and go

Networks of teams
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DefineD MeasureM AnalyzeA ImproveI ControlC

DMAIC Model

Define the problem 

and the objectives

What do we need 

to improve? Can 

we measure this?

Analyze the 

process. Define 

factors of influence.

Identify and 

implement 

improvements

Assure that 

improvement will 

sustain

System

Process

What is the problem? What data is available?
What are the root 

causes of the problem?

Do we have the right 

solutions?

What do we 

recommend?

What is the scope? Is the data accurate?
Have the root causes 

been verified?

How will we verify the 

solutions work?

Is there support for our 

suggestions?

What key metric is 

important?

How should we stratify 

the data?

Where should we focus 

our efforts?

Have the solutions been 

piloted?

What is our plan to 

implement?

Who are the 

stakeholders?

What graphs should we 

make?

What clues have we 

uncovered?

Have we reduced 

variation?
Are results sustainable?

https://www.theleansixsigmacompany.us/dmaic-model/
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9%

决策支持
Decision 

support

9%

报表编制
Reporting

16%

管理控制 Management 

control

66%

交易业务处理
Transaction processing

财务职能的变化
The changing shape of the 

finance function

从销售收入的2%~3%

2%~3% of the Revenue

目前的情况
State quo

到销售收入的1%

1% of the Revenue

世界级
World-class

贡献收益
Contribution profit

管理成本
Management cost

经营上的辅助决策者
Auxiliary business decision maker

降低成本Lower costs

50%

决策支持
Decision 

support

10%

报表编制Reporting

18%

管理控制
Management control

22%

交易业务处理
Transaction processing

Finance Transformation in the Digital Age
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Transaction Processing in China Service Center

No. of covered 
business processes

96%

76%

72%

71%

67%

57%

56%

51%

43%

36%

36%

30%

18%

17%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Expense reimbursement

Procure-to-pay

Funds settlement

General Ledger to reports

Fixed assets accounting

Cost accounting

Order-to-collection

Archive management

Invoice & reconciliation

Cost management

Taxation

Budget Management

Performance management analysis

Employee credit management0.9% 1 process

27.2%
2~5 processes

48.8%
6~10 processes

23.1%
>10 processes
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System Architecture And Data Reporting

BI 

TOOL

G-Sheets

DATA 

CENTER

Run in Cloud Access Control

Revenue

销售收入

EBITDA

业务利润
Free Cash Flow

现金流

Leads 潜在商机
FTE 员工

AR 应收账款
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Thank you!


